The SHU gym will be transformed into a busy haunted house as the Junior Class presents "Spooks Night Out," a Halloween masquerade party. Peter Spooks Night Out," a Halloween masquerade party. Peter

The Junior Class presents "The Funniest Costume. ' The prizes will be awarded in three categories: Most Original Costume, Most Creative Costume, and Funniest Costume. The prizes will be wrapped and only the ghost will know. Winners beware! George Gardner, class vice-president and Tom Browne, treasurer, were recently seen stuffing a full-size skeleton into Tom's locker.

"Spooks Night Out"

On Sat. Oct. 30, the SHU gym will be transformed into a busy haunted house as the Junior Class presents "The Spooks Night Out," a Hallowe'en masquerade party. Peter Schwickert, junior class president, announces that the costumes will be wrapped and only the ghost will know. Winners beware! George Gardner, class vice-president and Tom Browne, treasurer, were recently seen stuffing a full-size skeleton into Tom's locker.
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Artist Exhibits Apocalyptic Paintings
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College students often applaud the more proper adult society with demonstrations of civil disobedience, unusual modes of dress, and a general rejection of parental-inherited values. In a search for real maturity, some youths regard middle-of-the-road thinking and moderate living as the contemptible plight of aged incompentence.

While this attitude is not indicative of maturity, one also questions the maturity of passive adults.

People who hold offered a view which can both be constructive and radical. The young adult may find in this philosophy a motivating challenge to surpass the everyday existence, but he must be willing to suffer the contempt of his peers.

There are many difficulties inherent in being a person. We know how comfortably it is to back down and join ranks with half-way people, part-time Christians, and platon-like men.

The student who digs-in for the battle is to be admired — if the desired result is a constructive achievement.

We laud the efforts of a real rebel — the young man or woman who can act in accordance with his Christian ideals to become what he really is.

Somewhere at SHU there exists a strength for each student. May we reach the perseverance to seek it out and the courage to develop that which is ours.

Comment... REPROACH... Improve...

"There is an appointed time for everything, and a time for every affair under the heavens." There is a time to reprove, a time to commend and a time to reproach... 

We feel that we must laud students' efforts in improving the parking situation. It is the rare student who now leaves his car in the parking lot without having a permit to do so, or who parks in a "No Parking" zone where he is liable to earn a ticket.

But, while one area of the campus has improved, another has deteriorated. Note cafeteria tables...
 Plans are underway for the annual Thanksgiving dance. Nov. 24.

**Schedules**

The Campus Shop is open Mon.-Fri. from 10:45 a.m. to 6 p.m. Saturday hours are 9:2-9 p.m. Mon.-Fri.

Joanna Wheeler of the theology dept. is the new faculty moderator of the Caraslanas Society. The girls chose Miss Wheeler to replace Maria-Aurora Isip, last year's moderator, who left SHU in June for graduate studies at the University of Michigan.

Newly elected officers of the Krewe of Silver are: Kerin Hechtlech '67, president; John Brown '67, vice-president; Kerin Hunt '68, second vice-president; and Frank H. Schaufer '67, secretary.

**Dean Attends Inauguration**

Dean C. Raymond Hughes represented the University at the recent inauguration of the Rev. William Haas, OP, as the college president of Providence College, R.I.

The Most Rev. J. John Dougherty, auxiliary bishop of Philadelphia, postponed his trip to Seton Hall, delivered the address.

Representatives from eastern colleges and universities were present for the occasion.

Dr. Leonard Gilbert, managing editor of the *Bridgeport Post*, described the rapid transmission of news via wire service to newspaper offices.

**Mass Draws Pioneers**

"The Mass for Peace said by Pope Paul VI in Yankee Stadium was the most impressive event of my life," Peter Schwierink, Rosmeere Gorman, SG recording secretary, and Kieran Kilbride, sophomore, all agreed. "It was the only thing we could do for the peace of our time."

The audience wagged their heads slowly in rhythm to the beat of the drums. "I hope that we can draw all of our followers to a bigger and better Mass for Peace," Pete concluded, "I hope that we can do our share to stop the war."

The Pioneers arrived just in time to see the final edition of the *Post* rolling off the running press. The noise was almost unbearable, but as Romanas put it, "I guess 4,200 copies an hour, 700 per minute, warrant a good amount of nerve-shattering noise!"

**Staff Observes**

From an area like Saigon, for instance, we receive the news before the smoke clears after the bomb goes off," Mr. Leonard Gilbert, managing editor of the *Bridgeport Post*, said recently during a visit to the Post Publishing Co.

Each year during National Newspaper Week, the Post invites newspaper staffs of area colleges to visit its plant. Members of the THE OBELISK who participated were Lois D'Andrea '67, Jan decoccer '67, Jeff Dougherty '67, Mary Jaeynec '68, Jim McCormack '68, Pat Powell '68, Bob Froodau '68, Karen Dougherty '68, Sylvia Tudkowick, OBELISK moderator, accompanied the group.

Edward Maloney, assistant professor of journalism, hosted the SHU students during the Oct. 13 afternoon tour. Mr. Maloney guided the students through the editorial room and city desk, hub of the press. Here Mr. Gilbert promptly explained the operation of this busy section.

**Books In Review**

**The Martyred**

By Richard Kim

The Korean War. Fourteen minutes of film were shot by the communists and have undergone a series of tortures. Before they are to be executed, twelve of them despair, begging for mercy — they are thus caught in the act. Minchetchkin '67, and Kathy De Vine '67

**Mass For Peace**

"The Mass for Peace said by Pope Paul VI in Yankee Stadium was the most impressive event of my life," Peter Schwierink, Rosmeere Gorman, SG recording secretary, and Kieran Kilbride, sophomore, agreed. "It was the only thing we could do for the peace of our time."

"I hope that we can draw all of our followers to a bigger and better Mass for Peace," Pete concluded, "I hope that we can do our share to stop the war."

The Pioneers arrived just in time to see the final edition of the *Post* rolling off the running press. The noise was almost unbearable, but as Romanas put it, "I guess 4,200 copies an hour, 700 per minute, warrant a good amount of nerve-shattering noise!"

Mr. Gilbert attended the attitude at the stadium. He asked at the time, "Have you ever had the mobile phone network, the kind the Pope offered his program?" The group accepted two booklets gratuitously. One contained the Mass for Peace booklet, the other the Pope's call for peace was heard, heard by everybody. One only. A fervent try by every individual will bring final peace."

"Traveling in another continent is a new experience," Dean of Women, and Maxine Shiltk. Dean Towackowick ex- cepted the press for the "annual Yankee Stadium crowd. "The whole presence of His Holiness was noticed by all Americans. This was evidenced by the speechlessness of the crowd."

Continued on Page 4
THE SPECTATOR

By JEFF MOHL

Spirit. A single, unqualified word. By itself, unmodified, signifies only an abstraction. Spirit has a variety of definitions. For this reason there will only be one.

School spirit. Now an adjective, the fink between school and the university. These students are passive toward the extra-curricular activities? A build-up of spirit, general appearance, co-ordination, precision, and proper attitude.

Practice sessions are held on Tuesdays and Thursdays.

THE SPECTATOR

Continued from Page 1

p.m., depart Sunday, 4-3:30 p.m. Available dates — Feb. 4-6, Feb. 25-27, March 4-6.


MEN


Students who wish to make the closed retreat must obtain a form from the Chaplain's office as soon as possible. The above mentioned dates have not been reserved. It is therefore necessary to make arrangements immediately to guarantee a reservation. All reservations must be made no later than Nov. 4.

Those who are able to attend any one of the closed retreats will be able to fulfill their obligation at the University-sponsored "Spiritual Round-up."